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Immunology professor on why data shows more COVID infections among boosted Americans
Share

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Believe it or not, we’re now at the point where even mainstream media are reporting that COVID-19

is more prevalent among the boosted, compared to those who quit after the initial series. That

doesn’t mean that sanity is returning; it’s just interesting that they’re not able to ignore it completely,

even though their efforts to rationalize it teeter on the verge of lunacy. June 6, 2022, CBS News

reported:

“As COVID-19 cases began to accelerate again this spring, federal data suggests the rate of

breakthrough COVID infections in April was worse in boosted Americans compared to

unboosted Americans ...

Meanwhile, federal oCcials are also preparing for key decisions on future COVID-19

vaccine shots ... In the short term, CDC Director Dr. Rochelle Walensky recently told

reporters that her agency was in talks with the Food and Drug Administration about

extending the option for second boosters to more adults.”

If Walensky’s logic makes your brain feel like it’s been beat with a meat mallet, you’re not alone. It’s

so beyond irrational as to be inexplicable. If boosters make you more prone to infection, is giving

boosters to more people really the prudent answer?

Three Doses Makes You More Infection-Prone Than Two

Overall, data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s new COVID dashboard  show

boosted Americans are catching COVID at nearly twice the rate of the unboosted — a statistic John

Moore, professor of microbiology and immunology at Weill Cornell Medical College, attributes to

the boosted feeling “more protected than they actually are,” and therefore taking fewer

precautions.

Considering we know that masks, social distancing and lockdowns don’t work to prevent infection

spread, Moore’s explanation is Yimsy at best. It’s far more reasonable to conclude that the COVID

injections are the problem.

According to the CDC, the unvaccinated still account for a majority of positive COVID tests, at a rate

of 188.2 per 100,000 as of April 23, 2022. Those with a primary series plus one or two booster

shots are catching the infection at a rate of 119.94 per 100,000, while those with the primary series

clock in at a rate of 56.44 per 100,000.

Of course, CBS is careful to note that “The new data do not mean booster shots are somehow

increasing the risk” of COVID, but rather that “the shift underscores the growing complexity of

measuring vaccine effectiveness at this stage of the pandemic.”

CBS also misleadingly claims that while the boosted have more than double the rate of infections

of the unboosted, it’s still “but a fraction of the levels among unvaccinated Americans.” However,

120 (rounded up from 119.94) is hardly “but a fraction” of 188. At 64% of the unvaccinated rate,

using the term “a fraction of” seems like an intentional attempt to downplay just how common

COVID is getting among the boosted.

COVID Jab Also Causes Repeat Reinfections

In related news, Pbzer’s pediatric trial reveals the shots raise rather than lower the risk of

reinfection (meaning catching COVID more than once).

In his Substack article,  “Finally Proven: Pbzer Vaccine Causes COVID Reinfection, Disables Natural

Immunity,” Igor Chudov — a businessman and mathematician  — points to the black-and-white data

on page 38 of the documentation  submitted to the FDA for its COVID jab Emergency Use

Authorization request for use in children 6 months through 4 years of age. Here’s a screen shot with

Chudov’s markings and notes:

Pbzer vaccine causes COVID reinfection

In all, 12 of the children in Pbzer’s trial were diagnosed with COVID twice within the follow-up

period, which ranged from one to four months. Of those, 11 had received two or three jabs; only one

child in the placebo (unvaccinated) group got COVID twice.

“So, what caused vaccinated children to develop a disproportionate amount of repeat

infections? The vaccine, of course. It’s a randomized controlled trial, after all,” Chudov

writes.

“Thanks to PQzer, we Qnally know that COVID reinfections are real and that their vaccine

causes them by disabling natural immunity. A little caveat is that PQzer made the trial

purposely complicated (because it is a resuscitated FAILED trial where they added one

more booster dose and more kids).

PQzer vaccinated the control group. This complication somewhat affects the 6-23-month

age category, but still shows obvious vaccine failure. The 2-4-year-old group is much less

complicated: all reinfections happened in the vaccinated participants, Qve of six were from

the Qrst-vaccinated group.

‘All of these participants received 3 doses of assigned study intervention, except for one

participant ... who received two doses.’ We have a smoking gun that reinfections are

vaccine driven.”

This post-jab reinfection anomaly has also been stressed by Dr. Clare Craig, a diagnostic

pathologist,  who reviewed some of the most damning data from Pbzer’s pediatric trial in a recent

video (below).

Moderna Data Also Show Repeated Infections Are Likely

Data from Moderna’s trial also suggest the shot makes adults more prone to repeat infections,

thanks to an inhibited antibody response. A preprint study  posted on medRxiv April 19, 2022,

found adult participants in Moderna’s trial who got the real injection, and later got a breakthrough

infection, did not generate antibodies against the nucleocapsid — a key component of the virus —

as frequently as did those in the placebo arm.

Placebo recipients produced anti-nucleocapsid antibodies twice as often as those who got the

Moderna shot, and their anti-nucleocapsid response was larger regardless of the viral load. As a

result of their inhibited antibody response, those who got the jab may be more prone to repeated

COVID infections.

These bndings are further corroborated by data from the U.K. Health Security Agency. It publishes

weekly COVID-19 vaccine surveillance data, including anti-nucleocapsid antibody levels. The

report  for Week 13, issued March 31, 2022, shows that COVID-jabbed individuals with

breakthrough infections indeed have lower levels of these antibodies.

PGzer’s Data Do Not Support Use in Children

Another crucial piece of information that Craig highlights in her video is that of the 4,526 children

enrolled in the trial, a whopping 3,000 dropped out. Pbzer does not explain this highly suspicious

anomaly. Oftentimes, trial participants will drop out when side effects are too severe for them to

continue.

Drug companies will also sometimes exclude participants who develop side effects they’d rather

not divulge. This is one of those nasty loopholes that can skew results. Here, we don’t know why

two-thirds of the participants were eliminated, and “on that basis alone, this trial should be deemed

null and void,” Craig says. Pbzer’s pediatric trial data also show that:

• Six of the children, aged 2 to 4 years, in the vaccinated group were diagnosed with “severe

COVID,” compared to just one in the placebo group. So, the likelihood the shot is causing

severe COVID is higher than the likelihood that it’s preventing it.

• The only child who required hospitalization for COVID was also in the “vaccinated” group.

• In the three weeks following the brst dose, 34 of the children in the vaccinated group and 13 of

the unvaccinated children were diagnosed with COVID. That means the children’s risk of

developing symptoms of COVID within the brst three weeks of the brst dose actually increased

by 30%. These data were ignored.

Between doses two and three, there was an eight-week gap, and the vaccinated arm again

experienced higher rates of COVID. This too was ignored. After the third dose, incidence of

COVID was again raised in the vaccine group, and this was ignored as well.

In the end, they only counted three cases of COVID in the vaccine arm and seven cases in the

placebo group. They literally ignored 97% of all the COVID cases that occurred during the trial

to conclude that the shots were “effective” in preventing COVID.

More Evidence of Vaccine Failure

There’s really no shortage of evidence indicating the COVID shots are a complete failure and should

be stopped immediately. One example I haven’t reviewed in previous articles is the difference

between Portugal and Bulgaria.

In his article, Chudov  presents the following graph from Our World in Data, which shows the rate

of new COVID cases in these two countries. The vaccination rate in Portugal is 95%, whereas

Bulgaria’s is 30%. Guess which country has the higher COVID case rate? The graph speaks for itself.

In mid-June 2022, The Times of Israel also reported  a sudden 70% spike in seriously ill COVID

patients from one week to the next. According to Reuters’ COVID data tracker,  Israel has

administered enough doses to vaccinate 100.4% of its population with two doses, so it has one of

the highest vaccine uptake rates in the world.

“ Despite a significant increase in antibodies after
the fourth vaccine, this protection is only partially
effective against the Omicron strain, which is
relatively resistant to the vaccine. ~ Professor Gili
Regev-Yochay”

In mid-January 2022, Israel reported  a fourth dose (second booster) was “only partially effective”

against Omicron. Lead researcher, professor Gili Regev-Yochay, told reporters, “Despite a

signibcant increase in antibodies after the fourth vaccine, this protection is only partially effective

against the Omicron strain, which is relatively resistant to the vaccine.”

The latest spikes in both Israel and Portugal are being blamed on a new variant mutated from

Omicron, referred to as BA.5.  According to The Times of Israel,  coronavirus czar Dr. Salman

Zarka said “the new variant BA.5 is quickly gaining traction and is more resistant to vaccines than

previous strains.” So, what’s Israel’s answer? More shots to encourage “herd immunity” and more

mask wearing.

Natural Immunity Versus the COVID Jab

An analysis of the Omicron wave in Qatar is also illustrative of vaccine failure. June 21, 2022, The

Epoch Times reported  on the study,  published the week before in the New England Journal of

Medicine. In summary:

People with previous infection (natural immunity) and no COVID jab had 50.2% immunity

against symptomatic BA.1 infection (a subvariant of Omicron) for at least 324 days. Against

the BA.2 variant, natural immunity was 46.1%

People with no previous infection (no natural immunity) who got two doses of the Pbzer shot

had immunity against BA.1 infection ranging from −16.4% on the low end to 5.4% on the high

end on day 268 after the last dose. The average was -4.9%. Against the BA.2 variant, immunity

was -1.1% on average. Most entered the negative ranges around the six-month mark

The effectiveness of three doses and no previous infection against BA.1 was 59.6%, which

persisted for at least 42 days (the extent of the follow-up). Against BA.2, immunity topped out

at 52.2%

Though the authors’ conclusion was that there were “No discernable differences in protection”

between vaccination and natural immunity, ask yourself which you would rather have: 50%

immunity for at least 10 months, or 50% immunity for about six months followed by an increased

risk of infection (negative protection) thereafter?

Clearly, if your goal is to avoid infection, you would avoid anything that will — immediately or in the

future — raise your risk. Yet, in the upside-down world we now bnd us in, the answer continues to

be: “Get another shot.”

As discussed in “FDA and P1zer Knew COVID Shot Caused Immunosuppression,” Pbzer’s trial data

also reveal they’ve not ruled out the risk of antibody-dependent enhancement, and vaccine-

associated enhanced disease (VAED) is listed  as an “Important Potential Risk.” (ADE and VAED

are two terms that basically refer to the same thing — worsened disease post-injection.)

So, not only are you at increased risk of COVID infection, and repeated reinfections, if you get the

jab — especially if you get boosted — but you may also experience more severe illness, which is the

opposite of what anyone would want. U.K. government data show that, compared to the

unvaccinated, those who have received two doses are:

Up to three times more likely to be diagnosed with COVID-19

Twice more likely to be hospitalized with COVID-19

Three times more likely to die of COVID-19

Final Thoughts

In closing, it’s clear there are no long-term benebts to the COVID jabs, only risk. How much more

data do we need before our health agencies snap to and start protecting public health?

I don’t have an answer to that question, seeing how nothing works the way it’s supposed to

anymore. Our health agencies have been captured by the drug industry and have basically gone

rogue. They ignore even the most basic rules and ethics nowadays.

Something will clearly need to be done about that, but until then, the best advice I have is to take

control of your own health and make decisions based on actual data rather than corporate press

releases.

If you’ve already taken one or more COVID jabs and now regret it, brst, the most important step you

can take is to not take any more shots. Next, if you suspect your health may have been impacted,

check out the Frontline COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance’s (FLCCC) post-vaccine treatment protocol,

I-RECOVER,  which you can download from covid19criticalcare.com in several different languages.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!
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June 30, 2022
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The main problem is that the ultimate goal of both Covid and the jabs is depopulation, not health or protection. The mRNA gene

therapy jabs are working perfectly and doing exactly what they were designed for.
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ProximaC
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The goal of the engineered pandemic and inoculations is the weakening of immune systems of people across the globe. The

reason is so blindingly obvious. It is mind-boggling to even think that a vast cross section of humanity want to believe these

injections are going to save them. When an elephant turns rogue, you have no choice but put it down. When a big cat turns

man-eater, ditto. When protectors of public health turn to murder, you'd just have to say no and step away. We are not close to a

Nazi or Stalinist world order quite yet, and so, there is hope. We need to form alternate parallel communities that put us back in

touch with our natural heritage, our natural rights under natural law. We need to get back to Roots, just what it is to be naturally,

beautifully human. It will come. It will not take time if we start acting now. So, let's speak up at every opportunity regardless of

the immediate response. Time will show we are on the right side of history.
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Along those lines, an OpEd titled "Underreporting factors for VAERS are vastly underreported" has been published on Trial Site

News (www.trialsitenews.com/a/underreporting-factors-for-vaers-are-vastly-un.. ). The OpEd shows that the underreporting

factors (URFs) for COVID-19 “vaccine”-induced deaths in VAERS have been vastly underreported, resulting in lower numbers of

COVID-19 “vaccine”-induced deaths in the total population than have been actually experienced.
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Alan it is nearly impossible to believe otherwise. ProximaC one big yes, absolutely.
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Exactly. Perfectly said.
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Yep! With the coming of the "New World Order", if you don't get the jab you will be outcast from society. They fully intend to

depopulate the planet and anyone who doesn't go along with the narrative will be shut out from society with no means for

income. That means you won't be able to pay your taxes on the property you own. It's all well planned.
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There has never been any proof for "viral" infection, because "viruses" and "contagion" are unproven scientism frauds; all

disease looks more probably caused by the terrain, i.e. some of, malnutrition, damage, or poisoning. ---- Recent Spectrum

Analysis of multiple brands of "Covid-19" jab vials revealed that they don't contain any genetic material, because Nitrogen and

other essential atomic elements were missing, yet disturbingly plenty of Carbon was present; prior analysis showed that they do

contain ample rGO and other nasty synthetic materials! ---- All "epidemics" and "pandemic" of "contagious" dis-eases are

obviously all political events to cover up negligence, like toxic conditions, pesticide use, or as false Yags (deceptions) to steal

more power, also called "Shock Doctrine".

---- This tragic "Covid-19" Black comedy lasting for years, was, and is, clearly run by satanic entities, and their quislings and

dupes. Eugenics, Malthusianism, "Nature", etc., [1] were the shabby justibcations by these predatory, and deranged,

pathological, and otherwise insane, entities. ==== [1] There are various books, including by Oswald Spengler, "Libido Dominandi:

Sexual Liberation and Political Control" (2000) by E. Michael Jones, "The Perversion of Normality" (2021) by Kerry Bolton etc.,

describing where all this sick nonsense came from, which is destroying our morals, cultures, health, and population; basically

spoiled wealth, including Capitalism, became too decadently indulged, thus became too bored to do good. Various sick-minded

humanoids, like The Marque de Sade, Rousseau, Sigmund Freud, and many others, created/incubated such abomination.

Another example of the idle rich, up to no good, was idle rich women funding terrorist women, called Suffragettes, to drive

around blowing stuff up with explosives, merely to entertain them!
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Hello Alan845: Whilst it may be true that these injections are intended as depopulation "therapies", the civilian public needs to

mount Strict Liability (Lawful Actions) against executive staff and employees of alleged Agency. Millions of complaints and

reader comments have been posted these last 2 1/2 years. These complaints need to be formalized in courts of Law. > > >

Murder, Mayhem, Extortion, Racketeering, and Terroristic Threats are all Felony crimes. > > > Accessory Before the Fact > > >

“An accessory before-the-fact is a person who aids, abets, or encourages another to commit a crime but who is not present at

the scene.

An accessory before the fact, like an accomplice may be held criminally liable to the same extent as the principal. Many

jurisdictions refer to an accessory before the fact as an accomplice.” > > > Complete text:

www.law.cornell.edu/.../accessory_before_the_fact  > > > Excerpted from: Aiding and abetting - Wikipedia > > > “Aiding and

abetting is a legal doctrine related to the guilt of someone who aids or abets (encourages, incites) another person in the

commission of a crime (or in another's suicide). It exists in a number of different countries and generally allows a court to

pronounce someone guilty for aiding and abetting in a crime even if they are not the principal offender.

The words aiding, abetting and accessory are closely used but have differences. While aiding means providing support or

assistance to someone, committing a crime in exchange of a commission or compensation, abetting means encouraging

someone else to commit a crime. Accessory is someone who in fact assists "commission of a crime committed primarily by

someone else". > > > Complete text: en.wikipedia.org/.../Aiding_and_abetting  > > > Civilians need to play hardball and quit

whining about the "situation".
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Agree, but we need to start calling these jabs a bioweapon, like they actually are. || If you follow the patents and the money,

which is not easy, you will bnd that covid shots are actually a bioweapon (see ref.1, 11:26-15:00). The S1 spike protein was

patented by Pbzer in 1990, made infectious to humans in 1999 by Ralph Baric at UNC, patented in 2002, and then deployed to

cause the brst SARs outbreak. Almost unbelievable until you watch ref.1. || NOTE = The ref.1 presenter runs a worldwide

innovation monitoring company -- recognized as best by wall street in 2016 -- that maintains deep access/insights into patents,

who funded what/when, etc. || ref.1 = ugetube.com/watch/dr-david-martin-no-more-mister-nice-guy-red-pill-exp..  || ref.1 slides

= odysee.com/@HumanitysVault:a/Dr.-David-E.-Martin---Red-Pill-Expo-prese..
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Spot on Alan845!
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No $$$ in culling too fast. Just not a good business plan. The real $$$ is in creating all sorts of NEW sickly to treat with existing

patented meds as well as ones in the pipeline of development. The cancers, neurodegenerative, immunological etc issues

arising going forward are huge now and almost assured. Certainly people being killed very soon after dosing, but not the

majority...in time yes perhaps, but it's a #'s game for investors and probts. The injections are as you say effective in that regard
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As soon as the guy said that the vax protects against severe infections and death, I had to shut the darned video off. I just couldn't

stomach it. The lies, the synthetic vibe, all of it, yech!!! Please join me in prayer, daily, that the truth comes out and that people wake up,

and that this whole scheme falls down. We need to see the perpetrators taken down from power...monied or not. And that will take a

miracle. Please pray for that too. Joint prayer can be powerful. Please join me at dinner time every day for these prayers. Thank you

all.
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I see on another website that after taking the new pills that are supposed to combat Covid Dr Fauci is infected with Covid.
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Yes to collective consciousness and prayer! For the early birds, morning prayer right before sunrise is the time when I pray; as

an option if you wish to join me...and what time dinnertime prayer for me to join you, Mirandola?
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Mirandola - I will but I will need to calculate the time difference, but it won't be precise. Living in the UK is a long way from the

USA.
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Amen Mirandola!
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I've been a "CIA-Thinker" for over 40 years (engineer/project manager). Thanks to Dr. Mercola, the incredible Mercola

community, and a special shout-out to Dr. Kary Mullis - early on my "reality goggles" revealed the truth about Covid-19 and the

narrative projected by "The Powers That Be." Given our present day realities - I bnd resolve in the following, “You must never

confuse faith that you will prevail in the end —which you can never afford to lose —with the discipline to confront the most brutal

facts of your current reality, whatever they might be.” ~ James Stockdale

 innovationandcreativityinstitute.com/stockdale-paradox  

Yes Marandola - I will pray with you, we will prevail!!
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Thank You Mirandola for this thread. I have been and will continue to pray for the truth, for the veil of deception to be lifted, for

the fall of Big Pharma and Big Ag and for the safety and protection of organic farmers, those working to support organic

standards and those protecting our environment and for all fellow Mercolians and the scientists that are brave enough to speak

out to the truth.  Lastly, I also pray for the return of a democracy that is for the people and by the people ~ not corporate

america. May Peace be with you this day.
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Say our prayers while we pass the ammunition - Ammunition being Local, local, local, Parallel Structures, doing what we can no

matter how small we may think our effort maybe.
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Mirandola - I did the same exact thing. The minute he started to say that the "vaccine" was protective from serious illness, I had

to shut it off. To myself I said, "HCQ will also protect from serious illness & it's not an experimental product killing & damaging

people by the tens of thousands". Now for a personal HCQ story: Last year, I had instructed my brother who lives in Florida to

keep both HCQ & IVM in the house & provided a source for him. Thankfully, he has not needed to use it. However, his wife's good

friend, who lives close-by, came down with covid on June 8th (2022) She was quite sick with all of the classic symptoms,

including shortness of breath.

On the 10th, my brother called to tell me & to ask what she should do. I am a retired registered nurse & read & research

extensively about many health conditions. My family has relied on me heavily for many years for many health-related issue.

Since her symptoms had only developed two days prior, I knew that HCQ would work. I instructed my brother to bring her his

HCQ + Zinc + Doxycycline. (HCQ 200mg 2x/day for 5-7 days, Zinc 50mg once-a-day, for 5-7 days, Doxycycline 100mg 2x/day for

7-days). She started it on the morning of the 10th.

By the 12th, she started to turn a corner. By the 13th, she felt bne (to the point that she stopped the protocol, which was not

wise, but I can only advise). By the 15th, she was 100% better & traveled to Maine to spend the summer. As an aside, she had

two doses of the "vaccine" & I'm fairly certain that she also had a booster. With HCQ, it is all about timing & dose. It needs to be

started no later than 5-days after developing symptoms (even earlier if possible). After that window, it is best to use IVM

(ivermectin) among other very effective medications, that are safe, inexpensive, and effective. Don't expect your doctor to tell

you this.
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As soon as this article began stating how many people "tested" positive (whether shot or not), the rest was blah, blah, blah.

Charlie Brown's teacher was in my head and my eyes glazed over. So, I guess I will not be watching the video either. Thank you

for saving me the time and frustration of hearing it. But I will join you and the others in prayer, Mirandola. We need as much

good energy/vibrations as possible.
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Mirandola, I feel like that, too, regarding listening to the lies over and over, again. It's nauseating and mind numbing, at the same

time. The prayer at dinner - I like that idea. It does make sense. The positive energy will have a neutralizing effect against their

negative energy. While the feeling of spiritual presence, will give us all more energy for healing, and overcoming the dark

circumstances. Thank-you.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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VICTORY LAP!!! This made my day, even though it shouldn't have. Our plant manager, who is an ex-marine and in incredible physical

condition is out from work due to COVID-19!!! What's so signibcant about this is that he was the last holdout for bragging rights. He

was the only VACCINATED person in management that had not tested positive. Most of the vaccinated o�ce/management people

have had covid-19 MULTIPLE times. He has missed 4 days of work, as of today! There are only 4 people left now that have NOT tested

positive for Covid-19 and all 4 of us are UNVACCINATED! All 4 of us are men aged 29 to 59 and all 4 of us are in relatively good health

(take no medications for anything). Sadly, this still isn't enough to change the minds of all the sheeple in this o�ce.
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I have an senior friend who is a nurse and has been boosted and jabbed. She came down with covid. She also cares for her

husband that suffers from various, multiple, chronic ailments (some the result of his exposure to Agent Orange in Vietnam) as

well as PTSD. He refused to get the jab. She was very sick with covid and he never came down with it. She is ba�ed.
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jamNjim....Yes, I've seen that too, where us unvaxxxed have been caring for freshly infected vaxxxed friends and family...and

local medicals have seen a statistically sharp rise in heart/liver/kidney complications....but that's what you get when you trust

serial killers and liars.
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jamNjim - your comment made my day even better than I thought it would be. People and their foggy & out-of-focus "reality

goggles." "Oh my, how the world dearly loves a cage."
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JamNJim, I bet your manager and other sick colleagues would never admit that vaccination caused their illnesses. And they are

likely crowing about how the vaccine saved them from more serious illness and death.
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A subtle o�ce score board displayed in jest. Humour for those who appreciate a good joke.
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Jedi 4......Dark side 1!! But who's keeping score now? The Vaxx Inoculums. Please remember, what goes past the Dermis, Stays

there!
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HI jamNjim, "we" have heard about mysterious speech delay, cancers reappear, periocarditis from nowhere, herpes after years of

control, shingles, arthritis worsen, strange fainting spells, weird body aches and blood clotting (am guessing minor rouleaux

formations). Several with autoimmune conditions formerly under control have become bedridden, and a heart transplant

passed. Its all around, yet only 1 person I spoke with associated their set of symptoms to the shots. Not easy to break the news,

9-pages, single-spaced Pbzer knew and reported side effects, stopped trying...Sound familiar?
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM
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“Parents should be demanding explanations from the decision makers”. No, Dr. Craig. No, and no again. Parents ARE the decision

makers on behalf of their children who cannot make decisions for themselves and rely on their parents to protect them from harm.

Tiny children cannot give “informed consent” to medical experiments conducted on their tiny bodies. Every one of those parents

should be warned they have committed child abuse and prosecuted if they insist on subjecting their children to medical experiments

as the Na-zis did in the last war. Ignorance is not an excuse: it is their duty as parents to

(1) bnd out about the reputation and previous history of the companies conducting these experiments (2) assess the risk to their

children of acquiring the common cold and other respiratory infections against the risks of an experimental injection (3) by its very

debnition, an experiment or trial is just that - no-one knows the outcome or result of the medical procedure and therefore “informed

consent” is not possible. The very notion of subjecting young children to this requires them to examine their own conscience, not that

of the vax companies whose interests are not necessarily the health of the populations but their freedom from prosecution when their

products have adverse effects by design or by accident. Shame on them. https://www.ukmedfreedom.org/
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Hi Cabochon, Moving on from the horrid practice shooting up infants to the bizarre? yesterday, the FDA recommends the vaxx

makers going ahead with their omnicron formula for "fall booster shots": "FDA panel recommends changing Covid shots to bght

omicron this fall" - - - www.cnbc.com/2022/06/28/fda-panel-recommends-changing-covid-shots-to-f..  . Who or what precisely

do they think this shot is bghting? more out-of-date shots to hit variants that have already mutated? Boosters for those already

immunosuppressed? Easy to guess what's gonna happen to unaware sheeple, isn't it?

However, by now, everyone seems to know or know of someone vaxxed damaged, so this Yurry of new activity may represent a

bnal Yourish to ongoing insanity? bravado? cannot wait for the fat lady to sing? ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~meanwhile, here's the latest of my

progress through Corona committee interviews. This one is with Dr Dietrich Klinghart speaking with Reiner Fuellmich, Viviane

Fischer and Dr Wodarg: "Dr. Reiner Fuellmich & Dr. Dietrich Klinghardt - Corona Investigative Committee" -

www.bitchute.com/.../mdmR93IvNsHX  - english translation is hilarious and together they blow through most narratives, yes?

Summary is ITS A COMMERCIAL VENTURE. (spelling?, rushing to clean the juicer).
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At the very least of possible negative intentions Monopoly Big Pharma along with dictators Gates/Fauci chose Corona as an

expected perfect candidate to go beyond the Camel putting his nose into the tent but to throw everyone & everything out so the

camel could take up residence in the tent. With a rapidly mutating virus the excuse has proven to be we have to have Emergency

Use Authorization, as to bypass all those pesky safety measures, studies, regulations & so on. This would lay the groundwork to

push all vax's into the new damn the actual results, probts are full speed ahead.

Monopoly Big Pharma can claim anything it wants, and usually does, but regular Vax's or the Jabs cannot match what our

immune systems can already do to provide our strongest health possible. Once upon a time traditional Vax's focused on those

most at risk, now it's shove as many types as possible into as many arms as possible. When a stated goal is to reduce human

populations by billions informed consent is the last thing on the Predator$ agenda or their WEF's agenda & who knows what

else is lurking in dark corners.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Dr. Peter Marks, who heads the FDA’s vaccine division, said the U.S. faces a Covid outbreak this fall and winter as the virus

evolves, vaccine immunity wanes and people spend more time indoors where Covid can spread much easier than outdoors.”

Quote from your FDA link, rrealrose. If viral infection spreads more easily indoors than out, what was the point of locking people

up in their homes ? They don’t even make sense to themselves and contradict themselves at every turn. What he means is we

need an excuse for more draconian mandates to make your lives intolerable.

Wasn’t it van den Bosche who said you should never vaccinate during a pandemic? Are they admitting there was no pandemic,

and viruses do what they always have done - mutate and create weaker variants in response to herd immunity while so-called

“vaccines” help the process along which also explains the Yu vaccine farce. Or are they going the full throttle and bnally

admitting the whole charade has nothing to do with infections, injections and distractions: the main agenda is still depopulation,

money, power and control.

If it’s any help, some of us are more likely to die of boredom than viral infection, listening to their interminable obsession with

variants and covering their tracks with more lies. They should take up voluntary work, help those less fortunate than

themselves, do a bit of good in the world. Meanwhile, I’ll get on with the stockpiling of food and other resources. As you point

out, Steve, those dark corners are more deserving of attention. Anyone for an insect sandwich and a glass of sewage?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Cabochon, Several things may occur: 1. "they" maiming and unelected experts, may push annual Yu shots this fall, integrated

with covid-19 mRNA technology, this program already in the works; 2. 4th boosters for some may spin-off several new variants

that could outperform any manmade shot, leaving a trail of tears and ruin; one or both may cause havoc. And 3. for sure, world

economies are moving quickly toward recession, food and fuel shortages may become more visible - say by mid-September or

thereafter, moving east to west (as always). Something to do with the carbon cycle, particles normally absorbed into soils

during the growing season become airborne as leaves turn and start falling. Apparent potential for a "perfect storm" of waves

building in size: bnancial, food, oil & gas, health, war, maybe more shortages.

Prepping appears sensible, (leftovers from hurricane Sandy now mostly out-of-date). Keep your eyes on reports from Portugal

and Israel, both countries heavily vaxxed. If you want to bone-up on what Geert Vanden Bossche is now predicting, suggest

tightening seatbelt plus a crash helmet...will send separately. Good news? Please we need more good news!! Dr. Fauci

mentioned earlier this week he may step down in 2024. If that happens, my crystal ball says Big Pharma may have seriously

smaller wings and claws by 2026. Here's something in the meantime:

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/the-invisible-power-controlling-the-US-Gover..
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Trikaldarshi
Joined On 6/12/2021 5:01:34 AM
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Hi. I thought I would leave a comment today. I've never been vaccinated. This week I got covid for the brst time. I was feeling really

sick for the brst time since the whole pandemic started so I told the free covid antigen test that you can do at home. It showed me as

positive. My illness started on Tuesday of this week, with a scratchy throat in the morning and progressing to an excruciating

headache by noon. The headache was the worst symptom, and believe me I felt like I was having a brain aneurysm. But, by noon on

Wednesday, all symptoms were gone. So I really had the 24 hours covid Yu.

I'm even in their high risk category because of my age. But I take vitamin C, vitamin D, quercetin and zinc every day. What I feel brought

it on this time was my own fault...I was very angry about something. It's the vices of lust, anger, greed, attachment and ego that punish

you with illness in the body when you express them. That's the law of karma. It's not that you should suppress them, but that you need

to see things accurately. And you need to have love in your heart and see and appreciates everyone's virtues. If we all did that nobody

would ever get sick.
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How much C are you taking? Linus Pauling used to take 18 grams or 18,000 mg so I'd work my way up to that. I'd also add NAC,

900 mg. Now that the Yu is over for you, keep doing this and of course pay attention to bowel tolerance and back the C down a

few grams until your body can handle it.
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^orist
Joined On 4/23/2010 11:35:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The patents show snake venom and ivermectin can be used for snake venom. The pcr test was created by Roche and they also

sale snake venom to be used as pesticides in agriculture
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you feel (covid) symptoms approaching, consider nebulizing with hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), the earlier, the better. You can

buy a nebulizer at a pharmacy or medical supply at a reasonable price. I bought one, but used a simple kleenex tissue sprayed

with H2O2 and held it over my mouth and nose to breathe the vapors.

www.spiritofchange.org/nebulized-peroxide-a-simple-remedy-for-covid-19..  ~~~

www.cpapstoreusa.com/product/philips-respironics-innospire-essence-neb..
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would retest for FLU. Most people testing positive for Covid-19 actually have the Yu. I'm batting a thousand on this one. What

brought it to mine and most everyone's attention was the fact that in 2020 the Yu just vanished. We all know that's BS! What was

more amazing is the before and after the positive Yu test mindset. Before the Yu test these covid-19 positive people were in a

state of panic. After testing positive for Flu and told they didn't have covid-19 the panic went away. The Flu is WORSE, in most

cases, than covid-19!!
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No jab, no COVID (knock on wood). Same protocol but include NAC and Black Cumin Seed Oil. And when exposed to a suspect

environment - nebulize with hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and Lugol's Iodine. Agree with your strategy of aligning with the wisdom

of the universe. I strive to silence my monkey brain (on-going challenge) and in the stillness, express great gratitude for the

incredible life I have. Best day yet -
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Everyone on this thread needs to realize that the Yu peaked in the US this MAY 2022! We don't have a reason although it may

have to do with weather changes. This tidbit came out in a recent interview with one of the independent doctors. There's a good

chance, you had a 24-hr Yu. Supplements list will work for any and all upper respiratory illness, consider stocking up for fall?

(not intentionally marketing for Dr M's store.)
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AaronF
Joined On 11/27/2007 11:13:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi grulla, Your modibcation using a Kleenix tissue seems to be misguided! You are not likely to get any useful amount of

hydrogen peroxide (HP) into your upper respiratory and lower respiratory areas from 3% HP, because HP's boiling point would be

too high (212 degrees Fahrenheit), close to the boiling point of pure water, at normal atmospheric pressures. My source:

www.h2o2.com/technical-library/physical-chemical-properties/physical-p.. . The graph that is shown there reveals that pure

100% HP has a boiling point of 150 degrees centigrade (or 300 degrees Fahrenheit).

Water's bp would be 212 degrees Fahrenheit; the amount of HP vaporizing would be negligible, because there is more than a

50-degree difference in boiling points at 1 atmosphere pressure. The difference is great enough to predict most of the vapor

you would be breathing into your lungs from 3% HP would only be that from the water in the solution. Theoretically, there would

be some molecules of HP breathed in, according to Dalton's Law, and also possibly a tiny amount brought in as a water-HP

azeotrope.
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johnpage
Joined On 9/24/2021 2:40:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have taken neither covid jab nor boosters or the Yu jab i am 60 something my imune system is intact and i have no fear exactly where

my goverment and doctors dont want me to be oh and recently i had a mild cold which moved on, regarding covid the only thing to fear

is the jab(s) itself, your goverment and your health systems have all been bought by a malicious organisation who belive it or not want

YOU dead
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cat86887
Joined On 11/9/2017 5:28:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good on nixing the shots. I don't think the goal is death - the goal is more procedures and more drugs to make more money for

the medical-industrial complex- so the strategy is to compromise people's health while keeping them alive as long as possible

with no regard to their quality of life.
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep. Either dead or sterile but I believe the lizards behind the curtain prefer that 90% of the nearly 8 billion people would simply

be terminated. The covid shots, 5G, chemtrails, Yuoride, narcotics, prescription and OTC drugs, pesticides, wars (Ukraine is just

one of 50+ conYicts that are always going on) work together to do the culling which is accelerating.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Same here! I DO take Doctor Zelenko's Z-Stack and have NOT had anything as much as the sni�es - NOTHING - nada. Zip. I take

Z- Stack twice a day as suggested. And the last "vaccine" I have had was the sugar cube Sabin vaccine in 5th grade! What the

HECK is the matter with people today!? They run around like chickens with their heads cut off, head buried in that "smart" phone,

believing any tripe fed to them! Analysis seems to be beyond them. I work in IT (yes, I'm still working!) so I'm not a Luddite, and I

understand the technology (and its inherent dangers) .  They can keep their shots and BS. Its MY body! I'll take care of it!
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john_oobox
Joined On 5/28/2022 3:47:15 AM
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If you follow the patents and the money, which is not easy, you will bnd that covid shots are actually a bioweapon (see ref.1,

11:26-15:00). The S1 spike protein was patented by Pbzer in 1990, made infectious to humans in 1999 by Ralph Baric at UNC,

patented in 2002, and then deployed to cause the brst SARs outbreak. Almost unbelievable until you watch ref.1. || NOTE = The ref.1

presenter runs a worldwide innovation monitoring company -- recognized as best by wall street in 2016 -- that maintains deep

access/insights into patents, who funded what/when, etc. || ref.1 =

ugetube.com/watch/dr-david-martin-no-more-mister-nice-guy-red-pill-exp..  || ref.1 slides =

odysee.com/@HumanitysVault:a/Dr.-David-E.-Martin---Red-Pill-Expo-prese..
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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It was "easy" for me. I've stated from even before the shots began rolling out, that they were a bioweapon! This society has been

so brainwashed, conditioned and dumbed down...it's disgusting and pathetic. They haven't quite perfected their bioweapons yet

- they're working on it. -- Dr. David Martin is the world's #1 patent expert!
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SARS-CoV-2 is a Global event. Liability protection for “Jab” manufacturers. Lab-created, gain-of-function patents go back to the

early 2000s, & funding by NIH (Dr. David Martin). PCR test to cycle or not to cycle? (where are you, Dr. Kary Mullis?). No

prevention or early treatment protocols, just patient abandonment 1000’s die (no 2015 Noble Prize-winning Ivermectin for you!).

Experimental-gene-manipulation-leaky-subunit “Jabs” that require booster(s), no successful animal trials, and “Jabs” provide

less than 1% Absolute Risk Reduction (ARR).

The “Jab” delivers 13.1 billion of mRNA instructions (Dr. Fleming) resulting in billions (x500) “Spike” proteins where do they go?

Does “Spike” cross blood/brain barrier? VAERS thousands of deaths, where are the autopsies? You must “mask” up

(re-breathing your exhaust all day is good for you). No Natural Immunity, instead, coerced “Jab” mandates or you can’t work and

feed your family. Mass censorship by corporate media. WHAT IS GOING ON? (don’t ask “The Powers That Be” if you do, you’re a

nut case). Just remember the “dose is the poison.”
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM
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Here’s an interesting link full of info on Canada’s poster boy who’s gone rogue.

www.henrymakow.com/.../Justin-Trueau-bio.html  An update on David Martin’s lawsuit

usawatchdog.com/up-to-700-million-worldwide-will-die-from-cv19-vax-by-..
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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The Jabbed don't just feel they're protected, they were programed, Yat out told they're protected! Cases, look at all the cases. The way

this is framed many are left confused believing cases are death cases. From the start part of the fog is when Jabs weren't available

were counted & then the Jabbed weren't counted as vaccinated until weeks after getting a jab pumping up cases, more misdirection

hiding the realities of it all. Do high infection rates, cases, matter if most don't even know they've had it?

Doctors weren't able to practice medicine in ways they always have, so those who had more serious symptoms would've gotten

treatment/s helping a majority of those stay out of a hospital setting. Not only that, but, allowing traditional approaches before their

situation progressed not only sending them to hospitals, but then receive Run-death-is-near or ventilators killing them, again pumping

up drastic, fear breeding numbers. Also, the evidence is mounting the experimental Jabs are crippling immune systems making one

more exposed to not only further mutations of Corona Virus, but anything else coming down the road.

Plus, another unwelcomed bonus, for underlying comorbidities to explode so actually the death numbers o�cially given for Jabs

appear lower, yet as we've seen death from all causes has raised dramatically as Jab injury is the largest likely culprit. Leading to this;

“Thanks to Pbzer, we bnally know COVID reinfections are real & their vaccine causes them by disabling natural immunity." In light of

WEF stated goals to reduce the human population to about 500 million, damaging immune systems especially children, is this the

actual goal?

Do you think you're on the list of 500?? Also, long suspected to begin with, the regular, traditional vax's even with better trials, safety

standard Monopoly Big Pharma wants to gut, do they damage immune systems paving the way for more We Have A Pill For That, to

help reduce the number of Useless Eaters?
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zabm47
Joined On 3/26/2022 9:56:37 AM
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We need more boosters to protect us from boosters.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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"Boosters for the rest of their pathetic lives"! I made that statement a long time ago! This is NOT 'rocket science'.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

....."According to The Times of Israel,19 coronavirus czar Dr. Salman Zarka said “the new variant BA.5 is quickly gaining traction and is

more resistant to vaccines than previous strains.” So, what’s Israel’s answer? More shots to encourage “herd immunity” and more

mask wearing."....... OK, I'll say it again: NO ONE IS THIS STUPID! This is all about population reduction! On a different note, Fauci's

covid-19 infection took a turn for the worst after he completed a round of Pbzer's Covid-19 specibc antiviral Paxlovid:

nypost.com/2022/06/29/dr-fauci-reveals-covid-rebound-after-pbzers-pax..  He had tested negative after a few days on Paxlovid, but

after he bnished the regimen he immediately relapsed and tested positive for Covid-19.

The relapse was worse than the original infection. In other words, if Pbzer's vaccine doesn't kill you their antiviral will! I recall my wife

getting excited over the FDA's approval for Paxlovid and she wanted to know how I felt about it. I was like, "ARE YOU F'n KIDDING

ME?.....I wouldn't take that pill if someone put a gun to my head!" I have Ivermectin and I have access to Hydroxychloroquine. It

appears that I don't need either since I have yet to test positive for Covid-19. I still get forced into testing because I'm not vaccinated.
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zabm47
Joined On 3/26/2022 9:56:37 AM
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Why am I not surprised? Kids are essential in the vaccine package for the Big Pharma. I was told that once kids are approved the Big

Ph is apparently fully protected from litigation. Enjoy your day.
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tireguy
Joined On 4/27/2011 9:51:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is correct, as was discussed in one of Dr. Mercola’s previous articles. Once the injection has received FDA license, the ACIP

committee puts it on the childhood schedule and the manufacturer has immunity from liability. Then the EUA and states of

emergency can be removed, until the next pandemic, of course. Those in the US need to continually send emails and phone

calls to their House representatives and Senators to repeal both the 2005 PREP Act for EUA’s and the 1986 National Childhood

Vaccine Injury Act for licensed vaccine/biologics immunity from liability.

If the injections are safe, with only one in a million injuries, per the FDA/CDC, then with the multi-billions in probts from the

injections, the manufacturers can surely cover the lawsuits for the rare injuries. In addition, there is no statute of limitations on

murder, we need to pressure prosecutors to go after the murderers, including Fauci, Collins, Baric, Walensky, Gates, and the top

50 in each of the FDA, CDC, NIH, NIAID, and HHS.
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If one injects a disease or disease causing agent into the body, why would we be surprised that one then tests positive for or

manifests the disease?  The paradox of the medical system is that it seems to be in the hands of brilliant yet rather stupid people.
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM
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The jabs are causing clots that some are calling not blood clots but amyloid clots. The shots are bioweapons to severely cull the

populations around the world.
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toraware
Joined On 3/16/2021 12:23:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They seek frantically to jab children. This demonstrates their evil. They wish to sew acute and chronic disease, is all. We need to stick

to Nature and rely on Natural Immunity!
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These disgusting pushers and theirr government lackeys are criminals and need to be removed from polite society.
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Big Question: Why isn’t Fauci being grilled about his pursuit of GOF research in Wuhan, after he was told the research was too

risky? Didn’t he pass the funding on to his buddy Collins, so it would like Fauci no longer had a stake in the GOF game? If so, that

appears to be an illegal type of deception?
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They don't call him "TeYon Tony" for fun! He is soooo insulated from criminal charges.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In 40 years + he has never been held accountable...why would it begin now?
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM
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Thanks wallguy and brodiebrock . I’m hoping that Reiner Fuellmich and his team of 50 attorneys will continue to pursue him, and

the other guilty parties in the international courts, as they now have planned.

www.lewrockwell.com/2022/06/no_author/reiner-fullmich-50-lawyers-the-v..
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MarkPitt
Joined On 4/1/2009 6:17:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That professor might want to switch from scotch on the rocks to beer, before his nose explodes :)
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nah.....he's a London Happy Chappy Gilbeys Gin man. Hold the Vermouth in his Martini. Those micro veins spell Gin in his booze

cabinet. Pip pip....god save the Queen and all that rot ya' know!!
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I think the World Holocaust Organization is now saying that MonkeyPox will not only hit men that sleep with other men, but also

pregnant women, elderly and immunocompromised. LOL...(but I'm sure its only the vaxxed ones) Funny how those diseases always

know their targets ahead of time!
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Dena1219
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Maybe this pox has been enhanced by Bill Gates & Fauci. There were 30 US (Pentagon?) bnanced labs in Ukraine working with

bacteria, viruses, anthrax, afaik. We got the mid-term elections coming. So a new pandemic that would allow mail-in ballots

would be heaven sent for the socialists.
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Jim_Bo
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Dr. Mercola is the source of True News - Investigative Journalism. Thank you! Lamestream media the bought and paid for puppet of

BigPharma/special interests will brainwash anyone who watches/listens/reads. Thanks Top Posters for your enlightening

commentary.
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THEY? (the Government) Have LIED FROM THE GET-GO. Why should we expect them to stop unless we sue the britches off them??

and several??? NEED TO GO TO JAIL FOR LIFE.. FOR ALL THE DEATHS. THATS' MY STORY AND I'M STICKIN TO IT.
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CBS is simply BS-ing to soften the blow they make have to take when they "Must" reveal the "Walking back of all the months of

mis/dis/ from a CBS abyss of a false (but great for ratings and ad probt) narrative. This is the daily morning meeting task of media

giants as news travels@ lightning speed and the mission is to get out ahead of any damage done by teleprompter scripted from earlier

broadcast info for noon relay. "that's right folks...don't touch that dial"!!!
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"If you get the shots, you'll neither be infected nor transmit the virus." That didn't work out well. "Well, you might get the virus but your

case will be less severe." Based on what? I keep hearing this claim and plenty of people parrot it, but claims of the unvaxxed being "42x

more likely to have a case" seem more like claims pulled from thin air than hard evidence. "We're seeing another spike." It seems that

all we're seeing is Covid. There is no Yu, no sinus infections, no allergies, no anything else that is commonplace and treated without

panic.

There are multiple instances of double-vaxxed and double-boosted people getting covid anyway. Invariably, they recover which once

more raises the central question: why the ongoing, breathless stoking of fear over a condition that is not life-threatening for the vast

majority? Further, why has the govt been stone silent on the subject of obesity when the data has clearly established a connection

between being overweight and bad outcomes with Covid? Are we afraid of hurting a fat person's feelings? Here's a clue: people who

are overweight already know it. Some are addressing it and others are not, but groups are aware.
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Yes. The big question: why the relentless fear porn which is not going away and will likely worsen in the fall. A frightened

populace is a compliant populace. Fear of death via 24/7 media brainwashing leads many intelligent people to give up their god

given freedom. Via their obedient submission to the jabs every few months, these formerly intelligent folks (many are friends

and family as we all know) are essentially agreeing to live in a biomedical security state. Those who survive get sick and have to

be placed on multiple prescription medications.

Big Pharma wins bigly! Here in MA (close to Boston) and in my healthcare work I know of dozens upon dozens of triply and

quadruply injected people getting symptomatic illness. Many feel the need to post on social media to say how grateful they are

for the vaccines for keeping them out of the hospital. They heard "safe and effective" over and over ad nauseam so it must be

true! It is just the strangest behavior to observe as I used to think of many of these folks as reasonable, intelligent, thoughtful

humans.
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Yesterday I visited a friend who had just gotten over a covid-like illness - it was a bad bout. She is vaxxed and double boosted. None so

blind as those who will not see. So the political response in Canada is interesting. Mostly keep quiet and offer shots - mandatory shots

bring about govt changes. Some English sociologist comes over and studies our "mood" and says Canadians are a happy lot who just

want the govt to get on with making things better in Canada. They obviously never let him out of Ottawa. I think the govt is afraid to

see who and how many are supporting the "truckers" so best not to rile up anyone.

How will they explain this approach to the US powers that be - have no idea - maybe the usual Canadian response - we are studying it.

From what I can see they are going the soft approach - offering all the shots anyone could want and just whining about how our

hospitals will be blled to the brim if we don't step up to get poisoned. (Our hospitals are always blled to the brim and on the brink of

not being able to handle the load - this is for a lot of reasons including funding, widely dispersed population - the list is long and

includes general stupidity).
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Dr. Judy Mikovits and Dr. Carrie Madej explain, in great detail, how and why people are getting sick - and it has nothing to do

with some phantom virus known as "covid"! The shots are the bioweapon! It's much too late to 'wake up' now. Judy begins just

after 4 minutes. -- rumble.com/v18l177-mikovits-drops-never-seen-bombshell-proof-americas-..  --

stopworldcontrol.com/madej/?inf_contact_key=7a98d8cf83615a7c1da36e6421..
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Legoge47
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Even Dr Fauci has Covid after taking the pills that are supposed to combat Covid.
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Legoge47, Fauci got covid again after taking the pills, for the second time. He got it for the brst time after four shots.
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Legoge and Reb, I am sure Falsi neither took the clot shots nor the "pill." And he probably has a cold or the Yu, IF he has

anything.
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Stats sound familiar. Flu shot e�cacy was less than 30% if that is even true. So getting Yu shot makes you more susceptible to the Yu.

Huh, I thought vaccines prevention infection not enhanced it. Gee Big Pharma cant be trusted after all.
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Mainstream media has said COVID-19 is more prevalent among the boosted! Wow! I haven't seen that in Australia. Just heard the

"wonderful" news, the jab is now available for children over 5. Our health care workers are all under the mandate laws for multiple jabs,

but hundreds are off sick with covid and patients aren't receiving an ambulance in the required time, or not being treated, with

ambulance ramping. Some are dying. Some ambulance callers have been told, sorry no vehicles available at the moment. Flu rates

have soured. The only advice in the media, as usual, is get jabbed, get multiple boosted.

Take 5,000 i.u. vitamin D and get off junk food?, of course not. I'll never forget the amusing statement by a construction worker at a

street protest last year. "If you want the vaccine, have a litre of it if you like, but I don't want it." There is nothing on the Master Builders

website, or in the media now, about there still being a mandate. Just encouraging all employees to get jabbed. The mandates have

been dropped for teachers, but police still are mandated by the commissioner. They are continuing to bght it in court.
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Whether or not one gets Covid after jabs and boosters is not the real danger. The real danger is strange blood clotting. A pathology lab

doctor said he has never seen anything like it. He showed pictures of long, stringy globs, some over a foot long. He said morticians are

unable to drain the blood from corpses because of the blockage. Two of my friends who have had the shots developed blocked

arteries in their legs with pain and swelling. They both had "roto-rooter" surgery to open the arteries. One was told they could only go

so far because the blockage was so severe. The other friend's doctor said they removed "lots of gunk" from her artery. Other friends

who had cancer that was in remission have seen it come roaring back and their doctors say, "Sorry, we have done all we can." 99+%

recover from Covid. My friends are not going to recover from the jabs.
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Perfect description of Walensky's insanity or inanity!
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Recent (terrifying) Ted Talk by the chief scientibc o�cer of Moderna, chatting about the wonders of mRNA, how it only took one hour

to develop the mRNA sequence used in the "fully approved" SpikeVax, how the Covid "vaccine" will be a yearly thing like the Yu

"vaccine" (which also has piss poor e�cacy and injures people, like yours truly): www.youtube.com/watch
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I wonder who is going to stand in line for that. You'd think the spell would be broken by now, but still so many wearing masks - I

have to wonder why they are clinging so heavily to lies.
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Not to mention the increase in other illnesses that are happening like heart issues and cancer.
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I didn't get the vaccine but I took someone to get their 2nd morderna and I immediately started sneezing that day and was sick with

COVID symptoms..I didn't get tested because after all "(this don't shed)" Yes it did shed I got the one J&J Because my job demanded it.

And the hospitals were killing patients who were unvaxxed with NSAIDS and other harmful meds. They gave my elderly friend two sets

of vaxs and a booster. He got blisters all over his body. They also told his family he was going to die if he didn't get a blood

transfusion.. But he was moved to another hospital in a richer county.

He didn't die .. They are pushing haful things. They get thousands from blood that is given to them free. I got my shot and I got COVID

6 days later and gave it to my fully immunized household . Then my job wanted me to get a booster. I said no and showed them blood

work and note from my doctor showing that I'm immune from SARS. so they had me get the Yu shot. I got sick for three weeks and

coughing. My job is in the kitchen..I can't be coughing.. I was tested twice a week for COVID and Yu but it was all negative.
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So in other words the Jabs are working exactly as planned!
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We see now just WHY the mongers were so adamant in getting ALL bodies on earth injected. There must not be a control group. Can

hear Biden soon doing more spewing of the BIG LIE "we have a problem of the un-injected" How is that alone not an intentional crime

against humanity?
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NOR DID THEY CONFORM TO RULES OF 2 YEAR DOUBLE BLIND STUDIES; THEIR 'OWN' RULES WHICH ARE FORCED ON

US....HOWEVER? THEY DONT HAVE TO GO BY THOSE SAME RULES.
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Taking the information from the article and videos neither side of this argument can make a valid and accurate statement if vaccines

are protect or increasing infections; too few subjects in the study.
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Karen Kingston whistle blower from Pbzer says the patents show the jabs are bio weapons with genetically modibed cobra snake

venom, rabbies virus, hiv and other immune reducing items. Her and other doctors from health and freedom tours going on across the

USA show the viles are created different. I linked some of the doctors on cindawood.com/Yowers.html
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our poor country - our poor globe. Reading from a good doctor this am - still wondering who is controlling all this - and this struck me,

he says: One element of inverted totalitarianism is that the administrative state typically inserts stricter and stricter rules and

regulations to control the populace (could this have something to do with turning RvW? Or revoking the female right to vote - or other

ways to suppress - or, as I was wondering - is this to push us towards civil war?). (cont'd) Not at the behest of Congress or the

President, but rather by and for the interests of the administrative state itself.

Power begets power. We the people are forced into compliance by an unknown and unknowable invisible ruling class, with no way to

even understand who, what, or how they are forcing this compliance upon us. As if that is not bad enough, in these modern times, the

globalist corporations and bnancial groups have come to play a larger and larger role in controlling this administrative state.

So we're back to that entity called 'deep state' - but don't we know so much more now? I know how I feel. As I go back through listening

to the two generals speak out about hammer and scorecard, something else emerges. So between C.A.Fitts, N. Wolf, understanding

the lies of Fauci and Pbzer as well as the involvement of the FDA and CDC along with the WHO and Gates... All of those concepts used

to feel so foreign and so far away - it USED to feel invisible, but not anymore.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just heard some very sad news that brave truth-speaker and life-saving doctor Zev Zelenko has passed away. https://t.co/t8ajXDAY3c

 He was one of the brst to save lives using his protocol of Vitamin D, Vitamin C, Hydroxychloroquine (or Quercetin) and zinc. He was

always in the front line, protecting people from covid and in spite of serious illness he kept bghting against the vile globalist

propaganda and Big Pharma cartel. A god-fearing man, always speaking out for the sake of justice and humanity. R.I.P.

www.palmerfoundation.com.au/ny-doctor-proved-everyone-wrong-about-hydr..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NewlandsWanderer - Thanks for posting this news yet another great one passes. Whoa, who knew? Zev was only 48 years old!
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi NLWander and Rreal, thanks for the news. Yes, he was a caring, god-fearing man.. and it is really sad to lose a good one. I

really enjoyed listening to Dr.Zelenko, he resonated with me big time. He’ll long be remembered for his courage and spirit. Thank

God for Dr. Z.and bless him and his family always.
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You know the MSM s gonna run with this saying that his vitamin protocol sure didn’t help him. Regardless, Zelenko is/was a

great man!
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Trikaldarshi
Joined On 6/12/2021 5:01:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ok, here is something interesting. For 2 days before I had covid, I had no contact with anyone, so how did I catch it. I felt my brst signs

of a scratchy throat on Tuesday morning, which I connected to my anger about something. It seemed like the anger and the scratchy

throat started at the same time. I'm a brm believer in the body/mind connection. I tested myself on Wednesday and the test was

positive. But wouldn't I have needed to have some contact with somebody in the two days prior to coming down with covid. I was at

home alone the whole time.
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chk2000
Joined On 4/1/2016 2:46:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you were around people 3-4 days earlier you could have contracted your infection then. The incubation period can be greater

than 2 days.
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GreekPrincess77
Joined On 4/22/2012 6:08:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where is all this talk about variants coming from when the original virus has not been isolated, puribed to prove existence? Its the Yu

rebranded. Of course the shots are deadly, that is why they did everything they could to suppress alternative treatments, referring to

them as anecdotal. Our corrupt Canadian PM is getting money off every jab, he is now even being tied to the murders of Barry/Honey

Sherman. There pharma company produced hydroxychloroquine. Enough said, he right off the bat said we cannot go back to normal

unless there is a vaccine for a 98% recovery rate? The cops immediately brushed this off as a murder suicide, they were found hung

above their pool( just as many others linked to the Clintons)I work in admin in a funeral home and many deceased that are coming in

are not having a label as a cause of death.

A young man died at 32 of a brain aneurism, I suspect the shot caused it, blood clots are a known side effect. The suicides, the drug

over doses have reached new heights. With no package insert(blank) how can someone just roll up their sleeve and take these shots

not knowing what is in it, what the short/long term effects are? La Quinta Columna dives deep into these shots, and what is causing

young athletes to just drop dead. There is no need for these shots by anyone. The survival rate is high for most age groups.

The 1's it could pose a risk to is someone who is metabolically unhealthy. With all of this data coming out, now we know why they

wanted it suppressed for 75 years. So quick to get it to market to make there billions, but so slow to release the data to provide any

transparency to the public, and we are suppose to follow the science? Well the science is saying hell NO to this jab. On a recent HW

show it indicated that the trust for all vaccines are decreased signibcantly since this scamdemic. There is an explosion of deaths/

illness happening because of these shots. The fall will be disaster for the jabbed. Protect the kids.
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ggomes
Joined On 6/3/2010 9:22:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So what are the statistics on those of us who have never had a covid infection and have had no vaccines?
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BrownKat
Joined On 1/21/2022 4:45:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just heard of Dr. Zelenko's passing. An amazing man who did much for all those suffering in this crisis. A man of faith and

compassion. Much love to you on your journey.
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Trikaldarshi
Joined On 6/12/2021 5:01:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Apparently, I just called my doctor's o�ce, to ask about this, apparently they don't have a separate test for covid and the Yu. So I

thought I had covid this week because the test was positive. But the Yu would have tested positive too. And I only had symptoms for

24 hours. What a scam!
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Trikaldarshi
Joined On 6/12/2021 5:01:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I feel fortunate that I only had covid for 24 hours, was in good health, only had the headache and I now have natural immunity against

getting it again.
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chk2000
Joined On 4/1/2016 2:46:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had "it" in May, sans injections, age 61. It was akin to a bad cold with Yu-ish elements. Not fun but it is rarely fun to have a

upper respiratory infection. My common colds tend to last 10-14 days by the time it's all cleared out (I was told I have mild

bronchiectasis seen on a CT scan years ago) and this was no different except for an off and on temp for 3-4 days (highest 101).

Yeah, I debnitely felt "off" to describe the Yu-ish aspect, had headache and a productive cough. Lost the smell/taste sense for a

while but back to normal by end of 3 weeks.

Despite the surprise of my thoroughly injected relatives, I did not call a doctor, and shockingly I avoided hospitalization, severe

disease and/or death. I continued my regimen of quercetin, zinc, Vits D, C and B complex, turmeric/curcumin, and krill oil. Took

Tylenol reluctantly but probably wasn't necessary. The best home remedies were homemade chicken soup and herbal tea with

fresh squeezed lemon and organic honey. I was taking walks outside daily for fresh air and sunshine by day 3.
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ab70bandit
Joined On 12/4/2012 12:21:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree completely with other comments that a virus is nothing to worry about if you have a healthy Terrain. I've been following Morley

Robbins(RCP - Root Cause Protocol) for the past several months and believe totally in his work and that most diseases have the root

cause. All Allopathic Medicine treats symptoms, that's it. As most in this group know, we have been poisoned in our food supply for

many many decades with an overload of iron and a debciency of nutrients like magnesium & copper. There are a few other doctors I

now follow that agree and are picking up the RCP program.
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Joined On 4/23/2021 7:07:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

however, it appears that the mRna technology has prevented death from Covid, is that not correct?
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No. It has CAUSED death in some.
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reb22656
Joined On 6/10/2016 7:31:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are people really getting covid more than once, or did the virus go dormant when they brst got sick and wake up because of stress,

poor diet, etc. (like the chicken pox virus re-emerging as shingles)?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Forget about covid, smovid! It's the nanobot shots that are making people sick - and will continue to make them sicker and

sicker, with each successive shot. See my reply (and links) to Kitera, above.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and we have to remember just how are the PCR testing being used now since it's so inaccurate. The #1 fraudulent tool which

entrenched the scamdemic narrative from the beginning was the control of the "casedemic" #'s thru the use of PCR which Mullis

the inventor is on record as having zero validity in diagnosing or being debnitive
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scuse me but once you have it dont you always show up ''with'' it??
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Can anyone in this community give me some recommendations for colleges outside of California that don't require their students to be

COVID vaxed? I run a college access program for low-income students and one of my top students, who wants to be a doctor, has done

the research on the vax and refuses to get it. As a result, only a tiny handful of colleges in California will consider her. I am hoping to

bnd some other options for her out of state. Your recommendations would be welcome. Thank you.
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Try Hillsdale College in Maine or Liberty University in Virginia. Given their respect for individual liberty, I rather doubt that they

would mandate an experimental product (which is NOT a vaccine) in order to attend their colleges.
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from organicconsummers.org >> GATES WATCH Bill Gates and the Frame Game Bill Gates.  The Brownstone Institute reports on what

appears to be an admission at the Davos, Switzerland world elite gathering recently by vaccine probteer Bill Gates that the

experimental COVID “vaccines” don’t work to stop transmission and that vaccine passports are not viable. “In the course of a

56-minute panel discussion the vaccine pusher [Gates] extraordinaire admitted (starting at the 18:22 mark) that the COVID vaccines

do not block infection and that the duration of whatever protection they bring to the table is extremely short He later talked (starting at

51:00 mark) of the absurdity of implementing any COVID passport program—and one can logically deduce any other measure to

segregate the vaccinated from the unvaccinated—when the injections have shown no ability to do the least that one should expect

from a vaccine: prevent infection and transmission.
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www.youtube.com/watch    << video from OrganicConsummers.org
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And here are hours of WEF-NWO rhetorical chatter of basic bullsh!t........hours of free fertilizer for the billions of

DeadOrDyingBrains  ROFLMAO  Echos of laughter in my Cave...high up on MyMountain....
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Free Fertilizer >>>  www.youtube.com/.../worldeconomicforum    <<>>
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excellent video. Long, but worth the view debunking 'germ theory'...odysee.com/.../Final-The-End-of-Germ-Theory
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What are the best supplements for our immunity for Covid and our overall immunity
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skupe59
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Vitamins A-K2, NAC, zinc, quercetin, selenium, magnesium. I would also take organ capsules everyday and make sure you have

Ivermectin around for a bad bout of anything.
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skupe59... Don't forget one of the most important, vitamin C! Only 3 mammals don't make vit C in their own body. Most people

know one of them is the guinea pig because they can get sick and die if you don't supplement C. A primate the size of a human

being would make about 10 grams of C in their body daily, but since we only absorb about 1/2 of what we ingest orally we really

need to take a LOT. I was taking 6-8 grams daily (in divided doses because it's water soluble and exits the body in a few hours)

until I heard an interview, explaining the information above, with Linus Pauling back in 1988 (I only remember that because

Pauling said he was 88), so I jacked up my intake of C to 16-18 grams a day.

Do I have "expensive urine"? Maybe, but I haven't had a cold, or the Yu since then! I never "social distanced" or wore a mask. Now

we have Liposomal C and since that's fat soluble and takes a lot longer to exit the body, you don't need to dose so frequently.

But, I take both forms because I like to error on the side of excess ;->
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FLCCC Alliance.  covid19criticalcare.com/covid-19-protocols/i-prevent-covid-protection-..
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I would add bsh oil, vitamin d and protealytic enzymes to the list from skupe... I use both serrapeptase and nattokinase. (EMPTY

stomach.) Apple pectin is also amazing for detox.
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They still have not isolated the original virus, yet we have all these variations.
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I stumbled across some information that I think Dr. Mercola would like to be aware of. I can't bgure out how to get in touch with him so

whomever sees this and knows how to get in touch with him, please share this. Everyone who sees this should take a look themselves.

It is about viruses! You won't believe your eyes and ears. www.bitchute.com/.../Ch8v4TVL9yq0
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Join the World’s #1 Natural Health Newsletter for FREE!
Latest Trustworthy News from Dr. Mercola — delivered straight to your inbox! Enter your email address Subscribe Now!
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Mercola proudly supports these charities and organizations. View All +

Disclaimer: The entire contents of this website are based upon the opinions of Dr. Mercola, unless otherwise noted. Individual articles are based upon the opinions of the respective

author, who retains copyright as marked. The information on this website is not intended to replace a one-on-one relationship with a qualibed health care professional and is not

intended as medical advice. It is intended as a sharing of knowledge and information from the research and experience of Dr. Mercola and his community. Dr. Mercola encourages you to

make your own health care decisions based upon your research and in partnership with a qualibed health care professional. If you are pregnant, nursing, taking medication, or have a

medical condition, consult your health care professional before using products based on this content.

If you want to use an article on your site please click here. This content may be copied in full, with copyright, contact, creation and information intact, without specibc permission, when

used only in a not-for-probt format. If any other use is desired, permission in writing from Dr. Mercola is required.
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